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Abstract. We propose a uniﬁed syntactic-semantic account of passive
sentences and sentences with an unspeciﬁed object (John read). For
both constructions, we employ option types for introducing implicit arguments into the syntactic-semantic categorial mechanism. We show the
advantages of this approach over previous proposals in the domains of
scope and unaccusatives. Unlike pure syntactic treatments, option types
immediately derive the obligatory narrow scope of existential quantiﬁcation over an implicit argument’s slot. Unlike purely semantic, eventbased treatments, our proposal naturally accounts for syntactic contrasts
between passives and unaccusatives, as in the door *(was) opened by
John.

1

Introduction

Many verbs allow adjacent constituents to be optional, as illustrated in (1).
(1)

a. John read (the book).
b. John introduced Paul (to Mary).
c. The vase was broken (by John).

Unspeciﬁed objects (UOs, Levin [12]) as in (1a) are licensed with verbs like eat,
drink, bake etc. In semantic terms, the optionality of object NPs with such verbs
is similar to the optionality of subcategorized PPs as in (1b) and by phrases
in passive sentences like (1c). When these constituents are missing the sentence
still makes an existence claim with respect to the unﬁlled predicate slot [5]. This
is illustrated by the equivalences in (2).
(2) John read ⇔ John read something.
John introduced Paul ⇔ John introduced Paul to someone.
The vase was broken ⇔ The vase was broken by someone or something.
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Because of this ‘semantic implicitness’ of the verbal slots in (2), we refer to the
underlined constituents in (1) as optional arguments.1
Our aim in this paper is to give a basic syntactic-semantic account of optional arguments in categorial grammar and explain their semantic properties.
The main two problems we deal with are therefore:
P1 How can an argument be missing while the sentence still makes an existential
import involving the unﬁlled slot (2)?
P2 How can verbs with an optional argument compose with this argument when
it is present, neutralizing the purely existential eﬀect?
After reviewing some previous accounts and their limitations, we propose a new
account of these two questions using option types in Abstract Categorial Grammar (ACG [6,13]).

2

Meaning Postulates and Event Modification

Existential implicit arguments must be interpreted with narrow scope (Fodor &
Fodor, [5]). Consider the following examples.
(3)

a. John did not read yesterday.
b. John did not read something yesterday.

(4)

a. The door was not opened yesterday.
b. The door was not opened by something/someone yesterday.

The overt indeﬁnites in (3b) and (4b) are scopally ambiguous. By contrast, in (3a)
and (4a) the only reading is existential narrow scope: “John did not read anything”
and “the door was not opened by anything/anyone”, respectively. As Fodor & Fodor
observe, obligatory narrow scope of quantiﬁers over implicit arguments challenges
pure syntactic theories that introduce an existential argument at some covert syntactic level. F&F account for contrasts as in (3) using a meaning postulate connecting a transitive entry of UO verbs with another, intransitive entry. As F&F show,
this immediately accounts for narrow scope eﬀects in cases like (3a). A similar idea
governs ambiguity-based derivations of passives, with or without a by phrase (Bach
1

We will not try to give here a full syntactic analysis of the distinction between
optional arguments and adjuncts. First, the disability to iterate (optional and obligatory) arguments (cf. *John ate/bought a sandwich a hamburger) extends to other
constituents that syntacticians may consider as adjuncts: *John went to Paul to
Mary, *John baked a cake for Mary for Sue, *John cut the rope with a knife with
an axe, etc. Another challenge for deﬁning the distribution of optional arguments is
that some typical adjuncts may also have an existence entailment when missing. For
instance, John will sing entails John will sing sometime. Note however that many
adjuncts are clearly distinguished from optional arguments in having no existential
entailment: Mary worked does not entail Mary worked for someone, John baked a
cake does not entail John baked a cake for someone, John went does not entail John
went somewhere (he may have evaporated in space), and John cut the rope does not
entail John cut the rope with something (he may have had super-natural powers).
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[1], Dowty [4]). However, this ‘classical’ approach to passives is quite cumbersome
(Landman [9]). For instance, to account for the optionality of the two underlined
constituents in a passive sentence such as Paul was introduced by John to Mary,
classical accounts would have to assign four diﬀerent meanings to the passive form
of the verb introduce, connected to each other using meaning postulates.
A more promising semantic approach to passives and UOs was suggested by
Carlson [2], who treats both by phrases in passives and objects with UO verbs as
neo-Davidsonian event modiﬁers. Carlson treats the object in John read ‘Lolita’
as an adjunct that modiﬁes reading events. When the object is missing (John
read), Carlson treats the existence entailment as an implied property of events:
when there is a reading, something must be read (cf. Larson [10], Lasersohn
[11]). Similarly, Carlson treats the understood agent in a passive sentence like
Mary was praised as a property of ‘praising events’: when there is a praising
there is a praiser. These intuitions can be implemented as a single meaning
postulate on predicates over events, which nicely improves F&F’s approach. A
similar event-based account of passives is proposed by Landman in [9].
However, Carlson’s approach becomes less appealing when considering unaccusative verbs. A sentence like the door opened is not equivalent to someone/something opened the door. This shows that ‘opening events’ do not require
an agent. Hence, the understood agent in passives like the door was opened is not
explained.2 Furthermore, treating by phrases as adjuncts does not account for
their ungrammaticality with unaccusatives: if by phrases simply modify events
by specifying an agent, why are they systematically disallowed in cases like *the
door opened by John? To block a meaning like “John opened the door” for such
strings, Carlson (p.268) must resort to ad hoc syntactic assumptions.

3

Option Types in Abstract Categorial Grammar

The considerations in section 2 support a semantic approach that is more consistent with current syntactic theories about implicit arguments (Landau [8]).
We propose the following principle (cf. Dekker [3]).3
2

3

This is no problem for Landman’s proposal, which uses the passive morphology
for deriving the semantic requirement that an agent exists in events described by
passive sentences. However for this reason, Landman’s approach does not naturally
extend to UOs, where intransitive forms are homonymic to transitives. Hence, in
such situations overt morphology alone cannot account for the requirement that a
patient/theme exists in all events described by UO verbs.
Dekker proposes treating some optionality phenomena using dynamic binding. Extending Dekker’s approach to passives and UOs may have comparable advantages to
the present account. It would require augmenting Dekker’s proposal with a clear distinction between verb modiﬁers (e.g. many adverbials), which can iterate, and optional
arguments that cannot iterate (e.g. optional objects and by phrases in passives). In
Dekker’s system the former must be treated as dynamic argument modiﬁers, whereas
the latter are treated as static argument saturators. Once this distinction is properly
treated, we believe that Dekker’s approach can be extended to an approach that is
very similar to our account of optional arguments – see especially Dekker’s remarks
on this issue on [3, p.573].
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Optional Argument Principle (OAP): Verbal forms may specify optional arguments in their syntactic-semantic type. The existential semantic interpretation
of an implicit argument is lexically introduced.
The OAP allows us to account for the two problems mentioned above for Carlson’s approach. First, the understood agent in passives like the door was opened
is analyzed as a result of an optional argument. This argument can be materialized as a by phrase, but it also leads to the requirement that an agent exists
when the by phrase is missing. By contrast, an unaccusative sentence like the
door opened is analyzed, following Carlson, as a simple intransitive statement.
The semantic (uni-directional) entailment from the door was opened to the door
opened can be handled in event semantics, as in Carlson’s account.4 However,
in our approach, unlike Carlson’s proposal, there is no general strategy of by
phrase adjunction. Thus, unaccusative sentences like the door opened, which are
analyzed as intransitive sentences, do not license by phrases.
To implement OAP-based optionality in categorial grammar, we mark optionality by adding the symbol ‘o’ on the optional argument’s type. For instance:
Intransitive verbs (smile, unaccusative open):
np → s
Transitive verbs with obligatory object (praise, unergative open):
np → (np → s)
Transitive verbs with optional object (read):
npo → (np → s)
Passive forms of transitive verbs (was read, was praised, was opened): 5
npoby → (np → s)
Option types are simple cases of sum types in functional programming [7]. There
are two ways of ﬁlling in an optional slot of a function: by providing an argument
of the appropriate type, or by using a universal ﬁller, marked ‘∗’. Let F be a
function of type a → b, with an obligatory argument slot of abstract type a. To
make this slot into an optional one, an option operator distinguishes the case
where the argument is present from usages of the ﬁller. For the second case,
we use a default result. Formally, an object x of type ao is either of type a or
the ∗-ﬁller (disjoint from a’s domain). Let d be a default result of type b. The
option operator of type (ao × (a → b) × b) → b is deﬁned by:
option(x, F, d) = d if x = ∗; otherwise option(x, F, d) = F (x).
The function λx.option(x, F, d) is therefore of type ao → b.
In ACG, the connection between the morpho-syntactic level and the semantic
level is handled by mapping each simple abstract type (np, s etc.) to a morphosyntactic type and a semantic type. We assume the simple morpho-syntactic type
4

5

For space considerations we do not develop here this event-based account but refer
the reader to [14], where an event semantics is handled within an ACG framework
compatible with the current proposal.
The abstract type npby is used for by phrases in passive constructions, and is needed
for morpho-syntactic reasons alone (see section 5). The semantics of this type for
the purposes of this paper is treated as equivalent to the semantics of np types.
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f for strings and the simple semantic types e and t for entities and truth-values

respectively. We assume the following mappings of the simple abstract type np
and s to morpho-syntactic and semantic types:
np → f , e : a noun phrase surfaces as a string and denotes an entity
s → f , t : a sentence surfaces as a string and denotes a truth-value

Complex types like np → s (for intransitive verbs) or np → (np → s) (for transitive verbs) are inductively mapped to the corresponding morpho-syntactic and
semantic types according to the following rule.
Let a be an abstract type that is mapped to the morpho-syntactic type a1 and
the semantic type a2 . Let b be an abstract type that is mapped to the morphosyntactic type b1 and the semantic type b2 . Then a → b is an abstract type that
is mapped to the morpho-syntactic type a1 → b1 and the semantic type a2 → b2 .
Likewise, ao is an abstract type that is mapped to the morpho-syntactic type ao1
and the semantic type ao2 .
In short we denote:
a → a1 , a2 
b → b1 , b2 
(a → b) → a1 b1 , a2 b2 
ao → ao1 , ao2 
For instance:
(np → s) → f f , et
: an intransitive verb surfaces as a function from strings to strings, and
denotes a function from entities to truth-values
(np → (np → s)) → f (f f ), e(et)
: a transitive verb surfaces as a function from strings to functions from
strings to strings, and denotes a function from entities to functions from
entities to truth-values
Speciﬁcally, we assume the entry SMILE for the intransitive verb smile:
SMILE = λs f .s • smiled f : smileet
In words: the morpho-syntactic entry for the verb smile is the function sending
every subject string s to the corresponding sentence string composed of s and the
string smiled; the corresponding semantic function is the function smile from
entities to truth-values.
Similarly, we assume the following ACG entry PRAISE for the transitive verb
praise:
= λo f .λs f .s • praised f • o : praisee(et)
In words: the morpho-syntactic entry for the verb praise is the function sending every object string o to the function mapping every subject string s to the
corresponding sentence string composed of o, s and the string praised; the corresponding semantic function is the function praise from entities to functions
from entities to truth-values.
PRAISE
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Simple sentences like John smiled and John praised Lolita are analyzed at
the abstract level as SMILE(JOHN) and PRAISE(LOLITA)(JOHN), respectively. Using the
verbal entries above and the treatment of names as entity-denoting strings, these
sentences are associated with the following strings and truth-values:
SMILE(JOHN) = John • smiled : smile(john)
PRAISE(LOLITA)(JOHN) = John • praised • Lolita : praise(lolita)(john)
Using option types in ACG we extend this simple treatment to transitive verbs
with an optional object. For instance, we assume the following ACG entry READ
for the transitive verb read, of abstract type npo → (np → s):
READ = λo f .λs f .option(o , λu f .s • read f • u , s • read ) :
λoe .λse .option(o , λue .reade(et) (u)(s) , ∃x.read(x)(s))
In words: the morpho-syntactic entry for the verb read uses the object string o in
the object position if it is given, and leaves the object position null if the object
argument is not given; the corresponding semantic function uses the object entity
o as the ﬁrst argument of the binary function read, and existentially saturates
the position if the object argument is not given.
In this way, the sentences John read and John read Lolita are associated with
the following strings and truth-values:
= John • read : ∃x.read(x)(john)
READ(LOLITA)(JOHN) = John • read • Lolita : read(lolita)(john)
READ(JOHN)

The treatment of passives is analogous. For instance, the passive form was praised
(by) is analyzed as follows.
PRAISEpass = λo f .λs f .option(o , λu f .s • was-praised f • u , s • was-praised f ) :
λoe .λse .option(o , λue .praisee(et) (s)(u) , ∃x.praise(s)(x))
The sentences Lolita was praised and Lolita was praised by John are associated
with the following strings and truth-values (for the deﬁnition of BY see Table 1):
PRAISEpass (LOLITA)

= Lolita • was-praised : ∃x.praise(lolita)(x)

PRAISEpass (BY(JOHN))(LOLITA)

4

= Lolita • was-praised • by • John : praise(lolita)(john)

Some Exceptional Cases

There are some exceptional kinds of UO verbs and passive verbs that do not give
rise to existential entailments when the object or by phrase is missing. Consider
the following examples.
(5)

?

a. John kicked ⇒ John kicked something.
?

b. John bit ⇒ John bit something.
(6)

?

a. Mary was left alone ⇒ Someone left Mary alone. [2].
?

b. The traps were avoided ⇒ Someone avoided the traps. [11]
Similar cases were used by Carlson [2] to argue for event-oriented modiﬁcation
by objects and by phrases. Carlson assumes that since existence entailments
do not appear with some such cases, this motivates an ontology-based account
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of the existence entailments that as a rule appear with these constructions.
In addition to the reasons we gave in section 2 for doubting Carlson’s general
approach to UOs and passives, it should be remarked that lexical UOs like
kick and bite are rather rare.6 Because of their rarity, the UO verb alternations
that such transitive verbs show in English may be a result of an accidental
lexical ambiguity/polysemy, rather than a general process, as Carlson assumes.
With passives as in (6), it is even more unclear whether there is any need to
assume a general non-existential strategy for passives. Note that both sentences
in (6) involve a negative component for the verbal element (alone = with no
one, avoid = not get close to). Arguably, the non-existential eﬀect is due to
an existential reading of the agent argument which is in the scope of these
negative components. Thus, examples such as (6) do not provide evidence for
“non-existential passives”.

5

A General Strategy of ‘Optionalization’

So far in this paper we have exempliﬁed speciﬁc entries of various option types
and the way they are interpreted. We would now like to deﬁne a general procedure of ‘optionalization’. Thus, given an ACG lexicon L without option types,
we would like to transform L into an lexicon OPT (L) with option types. This is
done using a speciﬁcation of some of the arguments of entries in L as optional
arguments and using this speciﬁcation for systematically optionalizing L.
Consider the optionality-free toy ACG verbal lexicon in Table 1.7 This lexicon
contains the verbal forms discussed in section 3, but without any treatment of
optionality: all arguments are treated as obligatory, against common linguistic
judgements about the verbal arguments that are underlined in Table 1. Our
general method transforms such a description into a proper ACG lexicon with
types for optional arguments and the option operator in entry values as required
by their types. This general method guarantees an economical representation for
the two features common to all the optional arguments treated: no eﬀect of the
presence or lack of an optional argument on the form of the verb; and narrow
scope existential quantiﬁcation over the semantic slot in the verb’s meaning.
Our general procedure for mapping such an option-free lexicon L to the corresponding optionalized lexicon uses option-free entries of abstract type a → b,
where the a argument is targeted as requiring optionality. Our general procedure
of ‘optionalization’ maps such an entry to a lexicon entry of abstract type ao → b,
with the proper morpho-syntactic and semantic treatment. For instance, the entry READ in Table 1 does not respect the optionality of the verb’s object argument.
However, the procedure below will guarantee that the underlined argument in
6

7

In her extensive typology of verb alternations in English, Levin [12] characterizes
verbs such as kick or bite as showing “characteristic property alternations”. This is
because of sentences like our horse kicks or our dog bites regularly, which indicate a
tendency towards kicking or biting. Levin does not mention simple past tense sentences as in (5), where transitive verbs without objects give rise to episodic readings.
To achieve a more conspicuous notation we avoid parentheses in this table, reading
the type notation α → β → γ with right-association as in α → (β → γ).
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Table 1. Toy ACG lexicon without option types
Entry name

Type

Value

BY

np→npby

λx f .by • x : λxe .x

TO

np→npto

λx f .to • x : λxe .x

SMILE

np→s

λs f .s • smiled f : smileet

PRAISE

np→np→s

λo f .λs f .s • praised f • o : praiseeet

PRAISE pass

npby→np→s

λb f .λs f .s • was-praised f • b : λxe .λye .praise(y)(x)

READ

np→np→s

λo f .λs f .s • read f • o : readeet

READpass

npby→np→s

λb f .λs f .s • was-read f • b : λxe .λye .readeet (y)(x)

INTRODUCE

npto→np→np→s

λt f .λo f .λs f .s • introduced f • o • t : introduceeeet

INTRODUCE pass

npto→npby→np→s λt f .λb f .λs f .s • was-introduced f • b • t :
λre .λae .λpe .introduce(r)(p)(a)

the type np → np → s will be properly treated as optional in the resulting lexicon,
with an entry for the same verb of type npo → np → s, and the appropriate values
in its morpho-syntactic and semantic treatment.
Let ϕ = ϕ1 : ϕ2 be a lexical entry of abstract type a → b, where the argument
type a is deﬁned as desirably optional. Such entries are marked a → b in Table
1. In order to deﬁne optionalization inductively, we assume that the abstract
types a and b have no underlined sub-parts. To capture correctly the behavior
of optional arguments, we assume further that these types satisfy the following
restrictions:
• The concrete morpho-syntactic type of a is string:
a → f , τa .
• The concrete semantic type of b is boolean:
b → σb , τb , where τb is a boolean type.8
The ‘string’ requirement is needed to allow ﬁlling in optional slots by the empty
string; the ‘boolean’ requirement is needed to allow existential quantiﬁcation
over morpho-syntactically empty slots.
Given these assumptions on the type of the entry ϕ, we deﬁne the corresponding optionalized entry opt (ϕ) = ϕ1 : ϕ2 of type ao → b as follows:
ϕ1 = λxf o .option(x, ϕ1 , ϕ1 ())
ϕ2 = λxτa o .option(x, ϕ2 , CLOS (ϕ2 ))
The operator CLOS existentially saturates the ﬁrst argument of ϕ2 , which is
inductively deﬁned as follows:
If τb = t then CLOS (ϕ2 ) = ∃xτa .ϕ2 (x).
Otherwise, let τb = τ1 τ2 , where τ2 is boolean by induction. We deﬁne:
CLOS (ϕ2 ) = λyτ1 .CLOS (λxτa .ϕ2 (x)(y)).
For instance, for the constant read of type e(et), we have:
CLOS (read) = λye .CLOS (λxe .read(x)(y)) = λy.∃x.read(x)(y)
8

Standardly, we deﬁne the set of ‘boolean’ semantic types as the smallest set of
semantic types that contains t and any type τ1 τ2 where τ2 is boolean.
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As a result, the optionalized version of the entry for READ in Table 1 is opt (READ) =
ϕ1 : ϕ2 s.t.:
ϕ1 = λxf o .option(x, λo f .λs f .s • read f • o, λs f .s • read f • )
ϕ2 = λxeo .option(x, readeet , CLOS (readeet ))
= λxeo .option(x, readeet , λy.∃x .read(x )(y))
The deﬁnition of the opt operator is not yet suﬃcient in order to optionalize entries of abstract type a → b where b has underlined types in it. This is
necessary, as illustrated by the entry INTRODUCEpass in Table 1, representing the
form and meaning of the verbal passive be introduced (by X to Y), which has
two optional arguments. To allow optionalization of such entries as well, let
ϕ = ϕ1 : ϕ2 be a lexical entry of an abstract type X. The type X may be primitive. In case X = a → b, we adopt the same assumptions above on a (string
morpho-syntactic type) and b (boolean semantic type), but now b possibly has
underlined types in it. Given these assumptions, we inductively deﬁne the optionalized entry OPT (ϕ):
If X is primitive, then the entry OPT (ϕ) = ϕ.
If X = a → b (the argument a should not be optionalized) , then the optionalized entry is inductively deﬁned by OPT (ϕ) = λxa .OPT (ϕ(x)).
If X = a → b (the argument a should be optionalized) , then the optionalized
entry is inductively deﬁned by opt (λxa .OPT (ϕ(x))).
For instance, applying OPT to the entry INTRODUCEpass in Table 1, of type
npto → npby → np → s (ﬁrst two arguments are optional), results in:
OPT (INTRODUCEpass )
= opt (λxnpto .OPT (INTRODUCEpass (x)))
= opt (λxnpto .opt (λynpby .OPT (INTRODUCEpass (x)(y))))
= opt (λxnpto .opt (λynpby .INTRODUCEpass (x)(y)))
In the morpho-syntactic level, this amounts to:
opt (λx f .opt (λy f .(λt f .λb f .λs f .s • was-introduced f • b • t)(x)(y)))
= opt (λx f .opt (λy f .λs f .s • was-introduced f • y • x))
= λw f .option(w , λx f . λz f .option(z, λy f . λs f .s • was-introduced f • y • x
,
λs f .s • was-introduced f •  • x )
,
λz f .option(z, λy f . λs f .s • was-introduced f • y • 
,
λs f .s • was-introduced f •  •  ))
This covers the four combinations of present/missing morpho-syntactic arguments. Similarly, in the semantic level we have:
opt (λx.opt (λye .(λre .λae .λpe .introducee(e(et)) (r)(p)(a))(x)(y)))
= opt (λxe .λz.option(z , λye .λpe .introducee(e(et)) (x)(p)(y)
, CLOS (λye .λpe .introducee(e(et)) (x)(p)(y))))
And applying CLOS gives:
opt (λxe .λz.option(z , λye .λpe .introducee(e(et)) (x)(p)(y)
, λpe .∃ye .introducee(e(et)) (x)(p)(y)))
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= λweo .option(w , λxe .λzeo .option(z , λye .λpe .introducee(e(et)) (x)(p)(y)
, λpe .∃ye .introducee(e(et)) (x)(p)(y))
, λzeo .∃xe .option(z , λye .λpe .introducee(e(et)) (x)(p)(y)
, λpe .∃ye .introducee(e(et)) (x)(p)(y)))
This covers the four combinations of the two present/existentially-closed semantic arguments. The same procedure also correctly derives the other speciﬁc
entries discussed in section 3.

6

Conclusions

Optionality with verbal arguments is a well-known phenomenon that is treated
in one way or another by most syntactic theories. We started out by pointing out
the narrow-scope behavior of existential quantiﬁers over empty argument slots,
which, although familiar, is not treated systematically by syntactic frameworks
we are aware of. The behavior of unaccusative verbs in contrast to their passive forms has led us to conclude that by phrases in passives should be treated
similarly to optional arguments, and not using event-modiﬁers. The Optional
Argument Principle aims to describe the relations between the syntactic optionality of arguments and their semantic properties. Within the framework of
Abstract Categorial Grammar (ACG), we introduced a standard interpretation
of option types, which led to a general transformation of grammars without
argument optionality to grammars that encode it in a uniform way.
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